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What is the network-of interactions among the staff of secondary

schools and how dyes that network affect the .curriculum? 'ie, e methods

r
were used to answer these questions in two large comprehensive secon-

dary schools in a metropolitan area. The author divided the;term

"network" into two parts, the first a field, denoting the ego-centered

set of relations around an individual or group; the second, a network,

or the sum of'all the interactions of a certain kind in a certain

place. Ibe,c neluding model, drawn from the description,'contains

three parts. The first part is a teacher's individual and ego-centered

field from which he or she constructs'an approach to students and'

teaching,;.-the second is a set of relationships between the teacher

and some particular students who respond to and justify th4t teaeher's'

approach; and the'third is the network or sum of all these fragmented

approaches to ,teaching and students. The curriculum of either school

is composed of the sum of all these disparate fields of individual

teachers. The discussioh examines the implications of such a frag-

mented and personalized curriculum.
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A STUDY OF NETWORKS AMONG.PROFESSIONAL
STAFFS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS1-

Philip A. cusitk2

Purpose and Conceptual Frallework.

The purpdse of this study was to describe and explain network of

A

\

relations among the professional staffs of two comprehensive secondary

ichodls and to hypothesize about the effects of those`networkc oathe

curriculum. The concept o.f "network" has been popular since Bathes

used it to analyze Social relations iji a parisbfin western Norway. He

defined a network as "a set of points, some of Ithich'ere joined by

The points of the image are pe4le or sometimes groups, the

lines indicate which people interact with each other. We can think

oc ehe whole of social life as generating d network of this kind."

C----
(Barnes, /977).

The concept is useful for the social scientist' trying to -formulate

an abstract idea of who interacts with whom'in a particular place. and
.

how the characteristics'and sum of. the interactions affect b'ehav'ior.
0

It alqo may be useful for the individual in a specific place calculat-

'.°ing...his,chances,ioi- extending his influence or gaining a desired 9

r '
reward. Both paraes.. the social scientist and the inside s trategist,

pay be thinking' of interactions, structure, land influence, but with

.,

.

different emphves, the5e,'are two qdite separate co pts. The
,

°
e f .

.

.o., I
!..

.

' 1This work.was undertaken with the sponsorship of the National
IdStitute of Education, Contract #402-79-0004. 'A r(eport of the study

6 4
appeared inhe Educatiotal'A"dministration'QuarterI 0 1981, 17(3),

. 114-138. ,

0
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former may be best expressed by retaining the.term network, the latter

expressed as a "field."

A network is defined as,the totality of all units connected,
by a certain type of relationship. A network has definite
boundaries and is not egocentric. subsumes all the..''
activity fields of thetconstituent u its; or to turn this
around,', the activity field of each unit encompasses some ' ,1/4.

portion of the total network.4:..,:I would like to reserve

the term field to indicate an egocentric system, A field ,

hay be delineated by economic, political or other&
type of relationships....Thus an activity f1101.d-of.any.

given individual ox group consists of all the units with.
which that individual or group, maintains a certain type of
relationship. (Jay, 1964, pp. 137-139)

While both meanings are concerned with structure and interactions,
_----

field specifies, an egocentric entity, with a particular group or
. / ..,

individual looking out from the center', while network denotes the

sum of the fields within a certain%place or typt of relationship.

.

For this studyiit is a particularly useful distinction because the

method was such that the project began with exploring individual

patterns of interaction,but the final emphasis,was on the totem,

network in each school.

A second important distinction concerns the importance of a

"type of relationship" refetred to abque. Jay uses the term network
"

with additional categorical concepts indicating type of relation \n8

sob

settings, that is, social, economic, political; hence lodging the

action in specific places and filling out the description and analysis..,

4.
Butt

what many social scientists have in mind when they use the term

network is the structure, per sp, with its characteristics serving
t

as the independent variables affecting behavior. As"such, 1-le'action.

is not situated or predicated on additiOnal conceptual framewqrki

tics-one denies that people are bound by types of meaningful.relaTipon-
i,

, .

,
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tying' mathematical definitions an5l postulates to structural
constructs, while giving precision and poter to the the6r1
tend to oversimp9.fy `it. For reasons of mathematical cdh-
venience, one has to Make simply assumptions which so

.

restrict the theOry that it may seem unrealiqtic compared . '

to the complexity of observed human behavior. (French,.1956,
p. 181)

For that reason, while using relations and structures as explanatory '

a

models remains a.goal,t.most network studies have been undertaken with

.e"

field methods. They have been of specific places such as factories,

communities', and families and about the factory-ness,'community-ness

095

and conjugalness,las well as role, group, and status that serve as

additional explanatory devices.' While this re uces the power,of the

structural paradigm to explain the action, it does make the ensuing

explanations more plausible. Such a strategy may not really move-the

term network beyond a metaphorical stage, but it is generally supported .

by the oft-quoted Baines (1972).

There is no such thing as a.theory of soCial,networks;
perhaps there never will be. The basic idea behind both
the metaphorical and the analytti& uses of social networks
--that the configuration of cross-cutting interpersonal
bonds is in,,some unspecified way causally connected with'
the actions of these persons and with the social institu-
tions of their society=-remains a basic idea and nothing
more. It constitutes what Homans,calls an "orienting
5tatement" rather than a theory .with propositions. that
can be tested. (p. 2)

In keeping with the view represented by Bafnes, we used the con-

ceptof network iti presenting the s't cture as more than groups, and

k
oNdyads, but less than comm niiies or organizations. To interpret and ...pi

11
analyze this study's data in the form of narrative descriptions of

interactions, necessitated using functional concepts and adding school

setting andfOmmunity.

1



Methodology

5

The field method elected for'this.study was a combination of

participant observation and interview. Field or ethnographic methods

have been increasingly considered legitimate for-use in educational

,research, therefore a Ilngti; explanation and justification of the

methods need not be elaborated upon. There are a.number of methods
r a

for aZteing questions abotit human is ues, and the task of the re-

searchersearcher is- to select one or so com nation that is compatible with

¢1,

. .

the ogic of the question. The gic is very simple. In going1N

.about their business, the staffs of secondary schools carry on school-

related and nonschool-related interactions with one- - another in the

IP
lounge, halls, faculty offices, and elsewhere in the schools. This

constant exchange is purposive to the running ofthe school and

teachers' professional lives, and much of the business of the insti-

tution can be said to pass through it. As an entity, it warrants

serious study.

The Method extends ;rom this line of thought. The task was to

describe the in 'ns that went on in all the schools. The method

had to allow a fluidity to follow the school4' e vents. What was required

was (1)- access to all parts of the school(s),,(2) a personal familiar-
,

ity with the staff or at least a large number of the staff, and (3) an

acquaintance with. theissues disc ussed. Hence the method was a combine:- .

ty.on of,participant observation and.interview that provided the access;
. . ,

. .

,
. .

.:

the pQtential for familiarity, and the time to develop the acquaintance

with the issues. We admit of course that any notion of describing all

the interactions or the 'total network of the school dr field of any

single perspn was futile. But a participant observer, by virtue of

4
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0

the pQtential for familiarit§,and the time to develop 'the acquaintance

with the issues. We admit of course that any notion of describing all

the interactions or the total network of the school eir field of any

single perspn was futile. But a participant observer, by virtue of
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his presence in the situation is able to make judgments about the rele-

vance of any eveneand thus discriminate the important from the trivial.

In many.ways, the best information is likely to be ob-
tained through direct observation. The observer, over

a period of time is able to make his own assessment
of the interaction of an J.ndividUal with others arourd
him to record its characteristics. (Mitchell, 1969)

The Schools

,The sample consiAed of two comprehensive secondary schools in a

northern United States industrial area, selected because personal
/MG

friends served as assistant principals, although at t.he2time of the

study one of those friends had already-been transferred-to;a junior
1

.high school as principal. While the selection was in no sense

"random," it was not a given that the findings could be generalized

to a larger set of secondary schools. Rather the purpose was to

$ generate an (explanation that would help hypothesize about the network

of professionals in 'secondary schools. The sampling techniques were

not random but theoretical:

0
Theoretical sampling is dons in order to discover
categories and their properties, and to suggest their inter-
interrelationships into a theory....Random sampling is, not
not necessary for theoretical sampling, either to d&cover
relationships or to check out its existence in other
groups....the researcher who generates,theory need not
combine random sampling when setting forth relationships
among categories and propeities. These relationships are
suggested as hypotheses pertinent o direction of relation-
ship, not tested as description of both direction and mag-
nitude. (Glaser & Strauss, 1970, . 106)

4 4

There is an assumption of generality _of scope hake (f011owing

'the study), that what was observed under certain conditions will hold
-ty

if those conditiOns are duplicated.

1;he study began the first school inJanuary 197. Observa-

I

C "

4
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tion continued almost daily until the following June. At the same

time a relationship with a.saff member i-n the second school was

nurtured., ybservation at that schbol began the following September

) and continued until March 1980. The daily routine in either school
o

consisted of tpbser1440 classes, attending daily sessions n lounges

/
and offiCes,. irverviewing teachers, attending many informal events

both during and after school. From all the 'notes the final nafrative
0 ,

,

with the ensuing explanation evolved.'
. .

While that describes standard behionrfor any field worker,

the question arises wherein does the researcher choose to observe

and interview? In any environment with as many people as there

were intthose schools, a decision needed to bet made whether' to join

some particular group(s) or clique(s), or whether to float through

the system ruching first one group, then another, and'so on.

. My choice is always to join with the few, but it does have its

disadvantages, The first is that Spending more time with a few means

spending less time with many. The second is that these groups and

cliques and sets have their own norms and behazriors, and, once an

outsider is permitted to join, he must respect and.abide by those

norms. This may:and usually does further separate a researcher from

many others whom he wouhlike to contact. But in my experience;

this "nesting" is always preferable except when the research

questions plainly discourage it. This way the outsider has

a

. 4

home in (thetinstitution, an office to relax in, a group to lunch
11

with, and some friends with whom toodiinue a long- ranging dialogue.

The researcher is less a strang4r and more an intimate and participant
-

N
.0
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in the place. Thus this researcher 'gained access to the-deeper life

.

and the meaning of behdviors of the'institution, so that even if it

makes one more reliant on inference,to describe other paits of the

setting, that inference is more plausible. To know a few people well

:and bare their understanding of'lifein that place is superior to

knowning ma y people only periphera4y.

In,both schools I found some teachers when were not only

interested and involved in most aspects of the school, but ISho shared

some of my interests in'pofitics, sports, and'bome limited social.
It ,

activities. With those.I shared lunci, Office space, and could engr

in long, informative conversations. For purposes of the study, I '

wanted to avoid affiliating with the administrators (they did not

constitute a group in either school). It would have been considered

odd if I had chosen to join one of the several groups of women.

There were a number.of teachers who appeared to have almost no social

ties in the school; one cannot really affiliate with those who do

not affiliate. The job then became to maintain good relations with

the people with whom I was most closely associated and with whom I
11

therefore was most comfortable, -while not simply taking their activities

as indicative of the whole school: It was almost imperative.Q main-
'

tain the moral aspects qt the good relations I enjoyed with those'

,

feii, taking care not to violate personal matters, give scandal, or

engage in gossip. I .401

That the critics of the method(s) center, their' attacks on the

OF
researcher's role is as it shouisd be,' because that role, which i s

always unique; personal, andyery,Sensitive is at the center of

every such study. While it can be made plausible in the abstrac17,
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it is'difficult,to explain and defend theoreticy. The most oft-

cited objections to the method(s) is that they are° o subjective,

boo theoretically vague, and provide too little a base for generali-

zation. But as Becker (1958Ypo.ints'otit, the worthwhileness of the

. methods are not theoretically predetermined; but xather lie with the

plausibility of t'he data as presented tothe'critical readers who
.

'may fgject findings that seem laced with bias and whimsey.(pp. 652-660).

9

N

The Setting

This study describes and exT)lains the networks 9f relalions

among the staffs of two large secondary schools,and attempts to

determine the effect of those ineractions on the curriculum. It

centers on two questions: What do staff people do together and how

4 -.does what they do together relate to the Curriculum?

One school, in a large community on the northern fringe of a met-
,

ropolitan area, was-distinct:Ively suburban in character and served

15(10 white students. The second, in the central part of a smaller

industrial region, served 2,200 students, half of whom were white stu-

dents, tht other half were black. Both were high schools de(igned to

give a diversified curriculum to a pluralistic constituencY. The

"staff of 68 teachers' in ane school and 101 teachers in the other were

r.

divided-into academic specialties. In the first school, in addition

to five periods of instructing, each.teacher was to'do supervisory

duty inthe corridor, lavatory, cafeteria, .or study hail for one period

and had one preparation period and one lunch period. n the second

school, the day was only five periods long and began at 7:30. At

12:50 the students Went home, there being no lunch, activity, or

cafeteria periods. This five period day had been adopted in the

sixties by many urban schools as aresponse to racial4violence.

7
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Trouble had occurred where the students were allowed to come together

e
outside the class (e.g., cafeteria; study hall's, activities), so those

times were simply eliminated from the.daY. At 1:00 p.m. 'the only

students left were the varsity athletes; a few seeking!ektra help, or

a few 'waiting in the lobby for friends.

Both schools were organized by department. The department was an

administrative unit for scheduling and.fort allocating supplies and

materials, but the chairperson had no ,supervisory authority relative

to teachers, nor any more than a ,teacher relative to students. For

that reason, while one enjoyed the benefits and the modest prestige,

it was a limited positiolt held only at the pleasure of the principal...

4
Beside* the students, teachers, and department chairmen, both

schools had several, administrators: two assistant principals in the

4
first, three in the second, and of course, a principal in each school.,

Into their officJs came an unending stream of students, each with a

request for a pass, 'a late slip, an early leavt slip, some.disCiplinary

problem, tardiness, insolence, some, altercation with a teacher or

a student, a work or parking or physical checkup'permit. Many of .

.

these required a follow 'up--a call to a parent, another teacher, the

4
.

counselor or someone else in the organization. The administrato.rs'

working day consisted of this endless series of disconnected and isot--

lated meetings.

The amount of administrative and supervisory time spene in attend-
-

ing to the needs of individual, students helps emphasize an important

point about both schools. To the degree that either of these schools

had an.educational philosophy, its main tenet was that:the school

was designed to be responsible to individual stdents. In fact, the

I.
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central tenet in the goals'of the district of the second school was

If childret fail to develop and grow as we reasonably ex-
pect they should,theshortcomings or errors should be
focused uponetile'lltructure of the system and the community,
not,upon the.children....Children do not fail to learn, the
'school fails to teach.

f 1

In thofirst, school the philosophy, although less°specific, was still

--the foundation of the structure.. The school was designed to serve

the student and giye.him or her as many opportunities as possible to

attain an education. At Least until it became dangerous to other

students (it rarely did), or when the student rejected every oppor-
s

tunity, the adminlitrators tried to keep the student in school.
!A

That the schools.were designed to heiresponsive to individual students

meant_that administrative'tiffie was spent on attending to individual
4

students. So the administrators' time was not spent on program .

development, soordination, supervision, or evaluation. It follows
,

that not only di'dthe adminigtrators value more highly those
. 4

teachers who could "get along with kids" and thus not burden the

office with ad4tional problems, but also that teachers were more

or less left to the-.r own -resources a tp how to conduct 'themselves

in the classroom. It is this latter point from which we wish to

begin our descziiptton of teachers and their networks.
.

I

-Zindings
,-.

This section; in an abbreviated form, presents some of the gene/'al

- 4 1, .

description of teacher networks in the school. The amount of infor-

.... ./
4 mation presented&is adequate to warrant the model that developed from

. '' 4:1
.1. ,

Li ) the description. 'Foe purposes of this brief article, information

these sehopls- will he generalized freely rather, than tracing differ-
,

-

.1 U
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erices that existed% The' schools were not identical: One was large,

urban, and biracial;,the other was Atiler, suburban, and Caucasion.
,

...

However, the focus is on 'what teachers did together and how that

affected the curriculum: 'Thit did not appeAr tb differ in either

school.

So far the setting 'and structure described contain the basic

patteins-vf most comprehensive high schools and the administrative

efforts at are devoted to'the allimportant tasks of attendance and

,t;

discipl Add to thRt d departmental structure, that was not much

more than a loose confederation, existing to order and distribute

slappl.ies and-assign etasses,,and a central office that was distant

and busy with issues of a different nature. The sum of all this

and the center of the proposed model is that the teachers in either

school; after being given theirs scheduled assignments, were free to

develop the pattern of accommodation and the approach to curriculum
, .

that suited them. The cask hereris'to explain those accommodations

terms,Offields and networks.

Individual Teachers Create the Curriculum

4.

) The accommodations were quite different for each teacher. Each

could find a way to teach that fit his or her.own style, background,'

opinions, fteaileCtions, .inclinations or such, and justify it in terms

of being "goodfor.kids." Some stressed writing, some personal relations,

and some deportment..

to students in a 'teenage jargon, some upheld formal standards of speech.

Some assigned homework, some did not; some spoke

Some put normative compliance into their jobs and made them the centers

of their lives, others gave considerably .less and put their-involvement

into their families, second jobs or avocations. There was no standard

way:-to behave relative to the curAculum or the students.

1"4
I

e-

1/4
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Teachers emphasized what they wanted to emphasize. /One-who cared

about philosophy created an electie course in philosophy, and nurtured

it to'the poi

philosophy that

interested him.

here he taught three classes of it each term. The
6

taught was that of Aristotle and'Plato because that

But it would have been equally acceptable foi him to

teach Locke, Berkeley, and Humt. He did what he wanted to do. 'A

social studies teacher who tried to develop a course on geogiphy,

which was his major, was not successful. Now, *by'his on admissidn he

"gets, a map into every social studies lesson he has and in effect

teaches geography. Another teacher taught social studies and was

interested in the stock market. He developed two economics classes,
9

the focus of which became reading and studying stock tables, purchasing

stocks in a few local companies, studying the accompanying financial
EOr

data, and, when possible, attending Board of Directors meetings.
o

The stock profits were used for the triA, while the teacher absorbed

the ldsses by re-purchasing the stock from the students. An English

'teacher loved music put on musical performances and worked as a

promoter for some local agents. He created an elective called

"Music as Expretsion" where he played Bach, the Beatles, the Beach

Boys, ,black street poets, and all the music,hejiked. The program

- consisted of listening, studyip lyrics, and wrieing about thost

lyrics. He referred to his class as "relevant" and interesting"

and .was proud of having' the "most popula4 elective class in this

schools' 'According to him, the course "was what the kids related'to

and needed," and "in the music was an important message for that bi-

racial school." While some other English:teacher:, might quitiy

disparage what he calls English,"that was not sufficient to deter

him.

1

+.
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There was a teacher hired to teachbusiness math who had become

interested in complitets. He arranged a class in computer programming

and begged br:borrowed a keypunch and card sorter. He sold candy
Ji.

-,

between classes to earn money for some small computers, four of which

he purchased after two years. He arranged with the central office

f to use its data processing equipment one 'afternoon a week and had his
r

line into thp large, computer in the Intermediate District.. 'In effect,

\he created his own curriculum in response to his own interests.

This last. teacher was an interesting case because he exemplified

what so many others did in combining different resources to support

I) their classes. He contacted outside agencies ,for support, sold candy

in school to raise the money,dich is own installation And'repairs,

recruited the interested students and convinced the administrators

of the worthwhileness of the endeavor. He pdt together what appeared

to be a very credible introduction to programming' and in doing so

gradually-deserted his original assignme t,'which was to teach typing

and business math.

This entrepreneurial approach to teaching or to the creation..pff

curriculuth was.the rule,inot the exception in these schools, A biology=

teacher was an avid outdoorsman so a good part of his classes was.

' devoted to stream and wildlife eco;ogy. An American history teacher

10 the second school was particularly interested in the Second-World

. War' in which he had served. Hestarted a "war games'1 club,-and

a .

with the funds that he and the students raised, bought some expensive

games. Thep he channeled the energy from the war games daub into an
.

elective class called "Second World War" which wac subscribed for two '

sectAions.

7

1 )
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This AThenomenon of t achers individually creating the curriculum

.can.be Simply explained. In neither schdol was there a fixed curriculum

, .

thatone took for four years. A student in either had to accumulate 14

credits in the tenth' through the twelfth grades. Included in the 14

were a credit in math, one in science, three in English, one in U.S..

History, one in social studies and one-4ralf credit in goveinment.

That meant there were six and onehalf open credits, giving teachers

room to create electives that they wanted, Even within the'required

'courses, there were a,great many ways one could fulfill the 14.

One could take poetry, writing, speech, remedial reading, Shakespeare,

or gradmar and composition, each of which could be counted as one
O

English credit. The stude is were in fact free to choose from among a

great many offerings to accum ate either thedr requkred yr their

elective credits.,

-The second impetusjo this system was the general philosophy
41.4

of the school that teachers had to get along with and be responsiye

to kids and live within the ccrhstraints of a structure that'isolated

) A
,teachers in their rooms, without contact from colleagues or scrutiny

from lupervisors. The way.teachers "got along with kids" was to follow

their own pr'edilections and inclinationS with assurapce that unlet's

there was trouble With stifde44..s,or worse, parents, their efforts would

Bo unscrutinized. This combination of isolation from colleagues and
.

4hency collegial inflUence, the lack of scrutiny, the necessity of
a .. ------;

getting along with kids,and an open elective system where'teachers

had to appeal to students, encouraged a situation wherein a teacher

was!expected to create an individualized approach with willich the teacher

and his or her students were comfortable, What most influenced the,

464,
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curriculum of either schooltswai not some format oeganizational arrange-
.:

mena or set of collegial understandings, but ikie teacher's individualized

field from whence came his or her .approach. .,.),

Teaching Often A Second Job

Most of those mentioned gaie normative compliance to the school,

put a great deal of time Ad effort intoteaching,and took teaching"

as their sole occupation. Some,' however, had other occupations

besides teaching. Some teachers raised families, ran private businesses,

worked for other companies, did part-time skilled work or had a serious

avocation that was, at,least in'part, run for profit. In addition

to those outside jobs, some teachers had an equal number of inside
4

jobs. Some teachers coached sports, drama, and so on served as

department chairmert; worked*or taught co-op, taught evening school,

served as system-wide departm#nt chairpersons; were athletic or

activities directors ordid extra work fbr the athletic departments.c'.--.._/ ..--
Teachers having two jobs is not discussed much in educational

literature, yet it is an important matter, oue able to affectikee

curriculum. Since I argue that ilt strongest force ih the cur-

riculum is the teacher's individual field, then a time-consuming and'

. serious job can powerfully influence the curriculum, particularly

s if it infringes on 'school tie.

That some teachers conducted second jobs on school time demon-

strates the potential freedom any single teacher has in the, schools,

a freedom to proceed in his or her ;lasses without interference from

4
colleagues or supervisors. Teachers could, in effect, follow-thei

own predilectionstaking their cues from whatever constituted their

relevant fields. A teacher's approach to teaching was not developed

$
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or carried, on within a formal or collggial network; rather it sprang

from the teacher's own relationship bac kground, personal opinions,'

outside Constraints and so-on, which I will call the teachers "field."

One of the questions I asked teachers Was, "How ao you decide to

`do what you do in the classroot?" They would usually begin by citing

the department-approved texts, but invariably the differences of 1

Opinion as to,how to handle classes dnd what to emphasize would emerge.
4 .

The differences came from a whole hoSt of backgrOurid elements in

4 the individualsives. -The teacher of philosophy talked philosophy

all the time. He had a strong...Catholie background, read philosophy

in his spare time, and had strong opinions about the importance of

taking his "examined life" perspective into his students' lives.

. His field included his bAckground, his church ties, likes, opin ons,
130

educations experience, and per4onal way of relating to students. All .

were combined into his classroom approach. What teachers did in their

Classrooms did not depend on the structure e; contacts withinlihe

4110
school; these were i nsufficiently compelling co ofset one's own field.

.A Trench teacher in the first school/.took over French III when it had

I
three students and, yith hard work, built it up to twenty-three

students, a noteworthy enrollment in an advanced foi-eign language

class. She taught a sixth hour of French IV, took'the students to

Quebec,' took as many-as st4.could to,France, had a club that went

-%o French restaurants in the area, had French dinners for the club

.

in which all the Studdnts cooked French-Style foods, and spoke French-

during the evening. She spent her evenings studying and reading

for her class. When asked why, she replied, "Bec'use I want to make
.

French an exhtin&place. I want the kids to say, 'French is a good

subject to take; it's fun and exciting.' I want it'to be the'test

4.0 ti
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class in the school." But why," l_asked! "Because I wart them to

love Fxepch, and so on." Always -when.I pressed the question of why,

these teachers, who by their own admission and the admission of other

teacherS and administrators gave a' great deal to the schbol, replied ,

that they d;c1 it because they wanted to. The particulars of their

approach to curriculum came'from their own background, in.or out of

schOol.
. '

The biology teacher was the state president of a conservation

society and hunted and fishgd all the time, often with students and

former students. qp... took his interest in forests and streams into the

classroom. Everything came together fo,/ him: ha interest in biology,

avocations, public service, teaching and liking of students. His

'main life interests all meshed into his teaching. To the question,

llhy do you do what you do in, the classroom and take the apv.iroach you

p

take?" he would verbally construct this egocentric field where teaching

as he taught was extended from and intertwined with a host of other

elements in his life.

A serious and well-respected speech teacher was a good example

of field influencing what is taught. The teacher was assigned to the

English department, taught speech, and ran the debate club into which

he put the kind of time and commitment that is typical of dedicated -

debate teachers. But his approach to his speech clagses was unique,.

Students were obligated to'give three or four speeches a term, one

on their academic life, one on their future, and two on something

mw else. But the teacher was -most proud of the fact that students got

.up and talked about the6Most difficu '=.gvents_in their personal lives.

He was,prpud of "this little vShite girl who talketrabout how she baby-

sat for this neighbor who raped' her repeatedly over a period of six

weeks and how she was afraid to say anything about it because he
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threatened her...and you should have seen those black kids respond to

her,, and those black toys telling her that if he tried to do anything

like that akin just to tell them and they'd 'Fix him.'"

When he spoke of his efforts to teach "an English elective for

kids who can't read," he was pleased with theitopenness with one

lhothe j, of the affection that came through to one, who had told` og

his or her plight, of how his elective was one of the best subscribh

classes in the school, of how, though he was white, his clientele was

armost entirely black' "except for a fei strong whites," and how what

the kids needed Most "was someone who understands where they're coming

-from and who can talk to tinem."

The content 9f his class was only tangentially speech or foren- )

siqs; rather, it wad an eldcidation of the stucients' lives, or as he

put it, "where the kids are at." That was his major goal: to get

them to artigi4ate their lives, p&rticularly t he seamier side, and

./ empathize with one another, particularly across the racial barrier.

In his opinion, that was the way to teach school to "these kids."

From this gentleman and others. TAtho took an equally unique appr oach -

to curriculum, I tried to get ap answer to the,questiort, "Why do ytu

stress this rather than any number of other things?" His'Apswer was
4.

stated in terms of belief that "this is important," "this is where

..:!.:-thei're.at," "this is what they need," "this is what they relate to,"

"this is good for kids," "I'm getting.them ready for life." Another

teacher had spent some considerable time and energy organizing a set

of activities to raise money for a girl stricken with a kidney disease.

When asked why he did it he replied, "If a need like that isn't what

we're here for, I don't 1now what is." Of course, no teacher ever

subjected his beliefs to faculty consensus, Each made simple state--
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merits of 14s or her own values concc_rning studev,*schooling, and

his or her own role in the process. No one,'of courye,, knew whether

students really needed.thisor that particular approach\S. Irideed

there was no mechanisth to men address the question. A teacher might ,

just as well have been doing what she or he really ,needed as well as

what the students really needed. All that mattered in the sense of

justifying one's approach was a set'of students from whojn the particu-

.

lar approach elicite.Ign acceptable responge.

Stressing the uniqueness of each teacher's approach may appear

to be overemphasized here, but in fact is not, as will be seen. Both

schools had 'an established curriculum, and both haa'a set of procedures

for altering that curriculum. One school had an assistant principal for

4P
.curriculum. If a teacher wanted to initiate a new course, then he

or she went to the assistant princigtl. with the idea, further developed

the course with that principal's cooperation, and depended on the prin-

cipal to work that course into-the curriculum. In the seqpnd school

' there was "a building department structure, a system-wide department

structure, and a curriculum committee run by the director o
1

secondary education. A new offering, a-ednge in texts, or the removal

of a course went through a process that might take some months

and received careful scrutiny, particularly from.the system-wide

curriculum committee. Also,.the schools were allocated a certain

number of teachers based on the number o tudents. It was then the

principal's task (in one school) or the assistant principal's' (in the

second) to schedule the curriculum with what Staff was availabLa..)'

These procedures were fairly orderly, and from our observation,

were weli followed in both places.
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However, even with theseformalprocedures,.the point still

1 stands. While the curriculum in either school may be referred to
.--4,

, as "standard," nothing was standard about it. Beyond the basic

subjects, which teachers also approached freely and with little super-
.

,-.....,....
-,-

vision or collegial advice,, the curriculum was a compilation of all
.

. .

-
-5..

,.
,

..
.

the diverse efforts of individual teachers, past and present. That
-

,

. 1

this curriculum stands published does not.mearl that there is some

system-wide rationale or 'e;).emschool-wide collective understanding

of the appropriateness of some'or all of the curriculum. Any change,

any. innovation, still came from individuals following their own pre-
,

dilections. Th,e'energy that altered the curriculum was always

genetated frbm individuals, not the structure. If no teachers wanted

to change anyEhing, neither the curritulum committee nor that assis-

tant principal took the initiative. Curriculum changes depended on

individual teachers.

The diversity of curriculum effort stemmed also from the lack of

coordination,
control, supervision, and standardization. If a course

was entered into the curriculum, years coulcrgo by, and no one would

ever ask "what-is happening in that glass?" While there was the

/ appearance of some curriculum'uniformity2.0e real basis of the-.

curriculum was the.individual teacher following his or.her egocentric

predilections. In neither-school was there any compulsion to. Work
'-,

, .

together to formulat7 a uniform approach to teaching, or a standard

way. to relate to students, or some opinion as to what was car was

not acceptable behavior for either students or teachers.

This is the main reason why the focus pf the study changed.

As original stated, the purpose of the study was "tb describe and

explain the human networks that intervene between the Stated and

pursued goals'of two secOndary,satioolst and the.:pctiVlties, instruc-

sit
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tionallnd otherwise, Chat take place as a result of those stated'and

pursued goals." However, the original focus depended upon there

actually being sqme goals and some process by which the faculty worked

through and attained these goals. Programmaticor curricular activities

did not,occur through faculty discussion and consensus. The schools

did not _operate that way., The sum of the forces I halle discussed- -

the schedule;-the lack.of supervision (or better yet, the taking Up.

of sipervisory time with student discipline); the isolation of teachers

-.

in the classroom; the lack of common values among teachers about -

student behavior, achievement, appropriate educational goals, standard

opinions of curriculum, or what was "good for the kids'," combined to

fragment any bid for consensus.. Yet, at the same time, no force

served to build consensus. To build a continuing consensus would

have,,lesequitred purposeful activity, teacher recruitment with value

°"&i
consensus Sedmind, a great deal of time and effort and perhaps a less,

diverse environment, none of which existed. So teacher\s were free

to go off: build their own approaches 'to classes and curriculum,

their own ways,of relating to students,'and were able to justify

their actions in their own terms. Schedule, room arrangement, and the,

, -

requirement that-somVeeluenpe of courses be taken made the school

appear mote udiform than it wa Underneath that very thin unifor-
11%,

mity was great diveisity; corresp ndingly, no mechanism existed to

create uniformity out.of'that versity.

At one point in'the study I wanted to
,

say that the tea16chers all

liked the students, or at least, they said they did and that thiS

liking" served as the-main motivator. But it was not that simple..

..While they spoke of the generalized "kids," they always meant a very

select set of individual students for whom they worked and from whom

the)f evoked kind of response .they wanted.
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In fact each teacher had two important fields. Tht, first was

that interpersonal and ,egocentric set of forces from which a teacher

created his or her approach to teaching and stddents. The second was

composed ofa set of students--real students, past orpreSent,. for

MO
Whom his or her particular approach worked. Some teachers spoke of

thel'academically inclined, some spoke of the poorer and/or less

able,isome spoke of those who left school and were doing well in

college or in the community; some spoke of those who, had become genuine
r,

friends, or who reminded the teacher f herself or himself at a

younger age. Each teacher maintained some "set of students," for whom

his or her approach worked, students Who responded effectively to him

and who, in effect,,justifded his or her unique approach to the job.

The second "field" justified the first field.

Teacher-to-Teacher,or Teachers with Other Teachers

, I have not yet described What is the subject of most network

studies: the interactions of participants, in this case, teachers with

other teachers. While ,the assertion madehere is that it is not the

interpersonal networks as much asihe egocentric fields that one
.9

has to study in order to'understand the curriculum, many opportunities

exist in school for-`teachers to interact. When talking about teacher

to teacher interaction, innumerable interactions have to be sifted

through to try to winnow out those that seem tq ha;.re something to

do with school as an educational organization. I observed and

recorded those interactions that-were stable and enduring, assuming

that thtir stability and endurance were evidence that they served

some purpose.

First is the'departmental'structure. Within the departments

4

people taught in proximity to one another, shared the same office,

-.".1 ri r.
4. t4.3
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decided, on texts'and suppiie,and arranged schedules. Within this

;.3k

.P - structure innumerable interactions took place. For pany, the'depart-

ment was the strongest source of personal and professional ties.

But it had definite limits; The department chairman did not super-

vise or evildate, neither did he or she enter another's classroom

uninvited
11110

Within a depairtment teachers did not openly comment on or

criticize another's tyle or choice of materials,or challenge another's

opinion 'n some pedagogical matter. While an important,, source

coordination and socialization, the departments didnot extend beyond

the corridors into the classrooms.

There was a good example of this in the first school. A district-
,

wide attempt was made to have the English department in the four high.

schools address more directly grammar and composition for freshmen ,

anesophomores. The program, which was in its third yea'r, was origi-

ti

nated
. . .

and implemented by the distfIctwide English chairperson and two ----.1
)

department chairpersons,doli. one of whom was in the first school. The

program provided not only guidelines for instruction but al*so a

fairly elaborate series of pre- and posttests. But after three

years, the districAtrector of secondary education, busy vith the

building and with hiring, paid little attention to it. The building

principal paid no attention'to it and had.fiever inspected the

elaborate testing program. fThe people who initiated it were no

longer in coordinating positions; two of them had become administra-

torsP The English departments in two other'high schools paid almost

no attention to it; its use and implementation was being left more

and more to the discretion of individual teachers.' In eff4ct, some

interested people created it and pushed it as far as they could.

Then,wheri they left or lost interest, the progiam-xemaineein name

only.

'0

4

**;
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The'other departments were not much different, except in social

studies and physical, education. The social studies department had

4 4,
'some fairly new teachers who shared materials and ideas for their

classes, attended after-hour events, and showed a high level of

interest in student acit%ities. One coached cheerleaders, another

pom pomgirls; another sponsored an activities assembly to raise Money

for a stricken student, and all were active in other events. As

,

teachers who actively pursued their own interest, one had started a

course in'international relations, another several courses in sociology,

°another a course in psychology. Each developed his/her cllas, recruiting

students, and'working the,class into the curriculum.

When ttle degaetment chairperson and some other members of the

department did knot support their efforts to increase electives,

these teachers simply went around them and had their courses approved

bythe principal. When their efforts at recuiting students for their

advanced e1ecti4s resulted.in one member of the depar7ent Being left

with five classes of ninth-grade civics, then that was too bad,

That person railed against the system which apportioned classes

unfairly, tut he had done nothing to protect himself.

The department served the individual teachers; the teachers did

not serve the department. When a teacher whom the advanced biology

T,s teacher did'not respect was assigned to teach elementary biology,tr-k

he went tothe principal and argued that the department did not
, .

want that individual. But when in that same department the chairperson

wanted some cooperation for a departmental inservice, that same biology

teacher refused to cooperate and refued to attend the agreed upon

ctivity: When die wanted tb.use the department to protect his biology,

he used 4t. When,it was inconvenient, he ignored it with impunity.

--
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When the coaches wanted increased supplies, they went to the

department, chairperson and argued as a department; When there was an

attempt to get them to participate in a departmental inservice

designed to add ,some Skills to their repertoire, they stayed in

their men coaches' locker room all morning-. The de'pattment, as an

entity, was extremely weak relative to the strength of the individual

teacher's' fields.

As we stated, there were stable and purposive interactions all

;

over those schools between teachers,andtthese purposive interactions

were intended toge3,tend and protett the field of each individual, but,

atthe same time, were not allowed to intru4 ufon that field.

Our model is composed first of a backgrbundfield frouf which

stems one's approach to the task of instructing students; a second
.

fOieldig composed of the teacher and some students, for whom that

teacher's approach is considered to be "good;" and finally, >a third

field or network, composed of the teacher and his colleagues, which

one joins in order.to create, extend, or protect the initial field.

Teacher and Colleagues

r
There are'two types of networks.

The first is composed of those interactions representing an

undisguised attempt by a person to build,a support system for his.
ft

activity. For example, the newspaper sponsor purposively cultivated

the principal, the activities director, an individual in the central

offiCe whcr had access to some copy machines, and another teacher who

helped her students with camera work--all of whom she ededin order

to sustain her, newspaper. Another teacher, the yearbook pponsor, cul
.

tivatidthe tirincipaL the activities director, and a vice Principal

for support and thus built a detweTk to protect her yearbook. Further,
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,Ok
two coaches, who created and team-taught a course in fitness for

varsity athletes, coopetated with one another in the curriculum

(bne of few instances), but it was still their own personal initiative

and energy that created and sustained this successful class.

The second network consists of informal interactions in which

teachers take gdnuine pleasUre in one another's company. Over the

course of their interactions the info'rmalassociations themselves

become an. important part of one's field. .For example, a group of

males two teachers, a guidance counselor, and the athletic director --

went out to lunch every day and had been doing so for years. The

,friendship and camaraderie that went with that luncheon were important
,

el ents in their professional lives and were actually the reason

that two of them had stayed Working in that school. For the former,

we can indicate the yearbook sponsor, who cultivated the principal,

cultivated the ,activities director, and a vice principal for support

and-thus built a network to protect her yearbook. AnOther,group of

men in the-office'adjacent to, the industrial arts area liked one

another and in the.fashionof long time associates,discussed one

another's personal ftveg, drank together on Friday night, fished

and hunted together, helped one another build a garage, pour cement,

or finish basements. For them,'regular association, every morning

' before.school, every fifth hour every day, and every Friday evening,

was important *to having a satisfaCtory life in that school.

WhilOwe have not yet moved beyond the idea of egocentric circles,

there,are individuals'who have,not one set of support colleagues,

but many, because their in- school field is more active and complex.

W. sponsors an activity and coaches, so he associates with the athletic

uti
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director and_others. He initiated a new class, so he seeks out the

principal;L he socializes with other teachers, so he attends the Friday

sessions in the bar; and, in.additionhe was brought up and lives

in the community. Because of his iyvolvement he 'is, sought out, in

turn, by the activities director for assistance on another activity,

by the principal to serve on a committee, and by the athletic directo

for extra work if he wants it. He has many sets of colleagues all

over the school. His is a complex Social environment.

Another teacher was hired to teach one class of physical science,

chemistry, and some ninth-grade science, but decided that he preferred-

,

physical science. Through working on the class, Vicruiting more

students, and garnering the support of the principal, he now has one

class of chemistry and four of physTCW. science. But he has no

friends in the school, is On no committees, and tends more than

two evening activities a year demanded by the contract.' For him the

school is considerably less complex. But the same principle holds.

Both teachers moved into the social life of the scho,y and created

networks of relations in order to enhance their fields.

All theSeinternal groups and associates were created by the

individual teachers for personal reasons; these groups are not struc-

turally maintained or.rewarded. Membership in any group was open

,and voluntary. One could as well join in the 4th and 5th hour euchre

c u in the lunch room, as he could the group, in the industrial arts

-area, teachers in the non-smoking lunch session, the special-

education teachers group, the group in the bar on Friday afternoon,.

or one could--even were he not a eoadt,==make the men's physical

education office his hangout if he liked and wanted to talk spots,

or he could create his set of support people whom he needed for his

a

7
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favorite project. All of the associations were fluid and non-eclusive,

open to any one who a ailed himself, wanted 'to' join and would take

part regularly. If one chose not to join this or that set, or none at

all, he orshe.received no sanction. Associations designed for

curricular ends and ,hose designed for non curricular ends shared the

common genesis'and existed because someone cased to exert the effort

and engage in 'he activity.

It was newer the case that membership in one of theese entities

affected membership in another. Ala individual could be a member of

a'department, a lunch or card group, and a coach of some sport,'but

AP
none of what she or he did in one, related to or affected whathe

did in another.

/
. -

The school then was composed Of serialized aid segmented sett

of interactions, individually and purposefully initiated and main-
.

tainedto fulfill some personal need, either to extend one's teaching

approach or provide a fuller life.' These associations were open and

accessible, and membership in one did not preclude or affect member-

ship in another, nor were they allowed/to intrude into one's own

way of dealing with students and teething. In fact, in none of

those informal or formal sets was there ever any generalized dis-

cussion of or search for consensus-on the best way to deal with

students.

Now this certainly constitutes a network, but a certain type

of network. A natwor implies a certain amount of cross-membership

with associations of one kind implying associations of a second kind.

I did not find that. What characterized the associations, both

those that were purposively designed to extend one's field, orit.40se

that were designed to fill out one's personal life, were each isolated

1 1to
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from the others. One might be a member of two or more groups, but

there was'no overall pattern, that,knowing a teacher's membership

in some group#,helped to predict membership in other groups. For

that reason, T characterized the teacher network as a segmented set

° of discrete, single-purpose entities.

For'the principals of either school, their schools were composed

Of these sets'of relajiOnships, but for them, the relationships were

not discrete: The principals, because they administered the schedule,

additional assignments, and unallocated resources, controlled just

tho.se things that many teachers wanted in order to fill out their

fields. The principals could award a department chairpersonship;

a free first, fifth, or eighth chour; a favorite class; a double luneh

period; an honors section,or support for a new activity. Particulark

in ehe first school, to the degree that he could, the principal awarded,

within thg bounds of the contract, those people who, in return, gav,e

him support with his job. What he wanted most was for teachers to
k

enter into the spirit of the school and to support its diverse

activities and events. After all, he was in the ksition of having

to demonstrate to a paying public that the school was a viable entity,

and the evidence for that consisted of the diverse and interesting

prpjects that individual teachers had initiated. The gifted program,

a winning team, a quality newspaper, an innovative science program,

a good debate club, or a well attended senior play were the items

thSt.mgde good public relations, pleased the publ4 c and the central

office administrators.

So tho'principal valued most highly those teachers whose activities

assisted him with the all-importsnt task of presenting that building

in a favorable light to the public. In addition, there were innumerable

Ir
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times whe,,he peeded.addio al help with some event, and he valued

and attempted to reward the people who would respond to a call for

help at a football game or dance or help sponsor some lesser activity.

It was those people that he attempted to help with their favored

project'in exchange fqr support on his projects.

. Given the limits of dealing with q tenured, contraoted; mature

faculty, many of whom, had as much of; their energy allocated CO outside

activities as to the school, the principal really did not have very

much in the way of power or reward6 to'di.spense. He could neither

hire nor fire, Promote nor demote, pay more nor less, give fewer nor

more than the contractually agreed upon number of,classes. That

he could do was support their private versions of the job,, and he

did it in exchange for cooperation with his pet projects. We could

understand the criticisms from those who said he "played favorites,"

but as he saw it,, he was using what - little he had to create some

semblance of unity from this set of1417astly disparate endeavors.

From Lids position, and to some,extent for the activities or

athletic directors, the word "network" meant something. They were

involved in numerous activities,and:what occurred in one would affect

what occurred in another. But for the others on the staff, there

remained their private fields; what..forays they made into the Social

interaction of the school did not go beyond their individual interests.

If ,one were willing to do just,as the contract stated, and wanted

no extra funds or the better classed or any favored schedule or a

A
fr ee first or eighth hour; if one were content with fifth-period

cafeteria dutj, and five classes of ninth-grade general math or civics,

,



neither the principal nor anyone else would have any power over that

teacher. But if a teacher wanted more than that--and everyone whom

I met did--then he or she had to enter into the general social arena

of the school and cultivate what relationships were necessary in

order to get what he or she wanted.

There were few opportunities for carving out a favored position

in the second school with its straight five - period day and a lack of

funds, which denied many of the extra activities, sports, clubs, or
/-

trips. In this school, though, teachers talked a great deal about

when they attended events together and went beer drinking afterwards,

the "old days" in the "old school" When people supported each other,

when they ate together and socialized and knew.each other's children.

Strong friendships still existed, some teasers still hunted and fished
---

together, and a year-end corn party was held, but because of the severe

financial conditions at the school, fewer opportunities existed for
4

interactionin the school. People there were even more likely, when

they finished talking about the "old days," to leave by themselves'

for their distant homes and families, and whatever activities they

maintained outside.

r
Summary and Implications

In this field study, I attempted to trace the networkg among, the

teaching staffs in two comprehensive secondary schools and determine

the effects of those networks on the curriculum. These two schools, C.,

with their comprehensiveness, curriculum, architecture, size, staff

selection procedures, and organizational structure, certainly doA

embody the major characterkstics of most public secondary schools,

although they are -,not archetypal secondary schools. A theoretical

CI--
model, constructed from the data, dichotomized the term "network"

to include (1) an egocentric field, and (2), a network or aggregate of
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all the staff relationships. The model suggests that the important

element in the construction of curriculum is the individual teacher's

personal field from whiCtthe or she constructs an approach to students

and teaching. A second, equally egocentric field is composed of each

teacher and some students who respond or have responded to that teacher's

approach, and finally, a set of relations that one ,ay build with othei

staff to either protect that personal approach or to enrich one's life.

,This third aspect is also egocentric except for someone like the prin-

cipal who has to consider the effects of any action on many teachers'

personal fields. At that point one may think of a school An terms of

a total network. From-a functionalist perspective, one could-

suggest that those staff members behaved that way because of a system

that left them unsupervised but in the company of students for alRIOCt--

the entire day with the principal requirement being that they "get

along with kids." In response they developed these personal approaches

-to teaching and the aggregate of these approaches was the basis of

the curriculum. In sum, the network structure was composed of highly

_diverse, segmented and egocentric fields.

While from this descriptive study of only two schools one has

to be careful about implications, it is in order to generate impli-

cations that one undertakes a field study., Therefore, there are

a fewpoints I would like to-discuss.

The most serious are the questions that this study raises about

the position of th& organization relative to the individual,f Given
:4)

this study, it is hard to understand why so many criticngiSt that

4if our secondary schools are either "monolithic or sterile" (save in a

certain drabness of architects e) and why there are continuing

efforts to get schools to further release control of students

(Carnegie Council of Policy Studies in Higher Education, 1979, p. 24).

V
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In the first school, one could choose from among 168 courses, in the.

second, from 250. In additiork each school offered coop, work study,

independent study, experithenCal programs, night school, shared programs

with the local community college, special education, and an area career

center for additional vocational training. In the first school, half

to two-thirds of the uniors and seniors left as early as 10:45 a.m.

to go to their'payi obs;in the second school everyone went home

at 12:50.
t

Given the emphasis on satisfying individual student needs, the

elective system with its few standard requirements and the numerous

wayS that even those few standards could be excepted, the absence

of supervision by administratOrs or colleague, the strict attention

to student, rights, and the following of quasi-legalistic procedures.

SE

for solving minor disputes, it seemed to me that both the school

administrators and the schools as collectives lon ago gave up any

suggestion that it was their role to decide on curricular matters

and simply turned the responsibility over to individual'teacters

and students,dallowing each to follow his or- er own predilections.

It follows that the strength of the institution is left dependent

v
on individual teachers offering quality programs to interested stu-

dents, -the teacher subcontracting his assignments, the students

or
subcontracting for their education. But there are at least two

problems that this raises. The first is that,wbile the autonomy

that teachers enjoy may encourage a very high effort from some, any

given individual may'retain.his job for,years while doing little and

putting his efforts into other endeavors. The se "ond problem is

that for those students who are either motivated and mature or who

have some firm adult guidance, there is a quality education to be

r-
v.7.,
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had in either school. But there is nothing.td prevent those who lack,

the sophistication, maturity, or guidance from slipping through the

system_without of the rudiments of an education. The individual,

whether teacher or student, confronts such a system on his or her own.

A second and related issue is the neglect of the school collective

as an edujative entity. One might consider Durkheim's view that the

school's important functi5n is to prepare the child for social respon-

sibility and that it is done by creating a school atmosphere in which

one is expected to restrain his individual passions in favor of the

collective good, live up to some fairly clear norms of behavior and

achievement and thereby learn the habits of social responsibility.

The important element is not the development of an individual according

to his or her needs but the school as

a social means to,a social end--the means by which a
society guarantees its own survival. The teacher is
society's agent) the critical link in cultural trans-
mission. It is s task to create a social or moral
vein. Through the teacher, society creates man in its
image. That,says Durkheim, is the task, the glory of
education. It is not merely a. matter of allowing an .in-

dividual to develop in accordance with his nature, dis-
closing whatever' hidden capacities lie there only waiting
tb be revealed. Education creates a new-being. (Durkheim,
1961,.pp. xi-xii)

aND

Not only would Durkheim's school be better equipped to teach the

virtues of moral andsocial responsibility, but the collective ethic

would serve as an added incentive for individual effort. Rutter,

Oaughan, MoKtimore, .0aston, and Smith (1979) iitheir study suggesting

that teachers and students are likely to work harder and achieve more

in schools where there is a collective agreement on appropriate

behavior and collectively enforced 'standards, affirmed what private

school advocates have long known: It i d to justify a demanding

curriculum to a student when one's only argument s biased on a

i

0
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utilitarian individualism. One has no answer to the student who

when asked to underpke difficult tasks, asks,'"Why 'should I?" if

both t acher and student understand that JtNis 4nly the "I" that

counts. But if there is some collective understanding that, "This/

36.

is the way we behave herd," the question is-less likely to be asked:

In sum, it seems that while in either of these two schools

there were some vePy-high quality efforts by teachers, ana hence

some excellent,opp9rtunitieS for assertive 'students, this study raises

some serious questions about the negledt of the school collective as

either a motivating, rewarding, and supporting entity or as' a peda-

gogicameans to teaching social responsibility. But to attend to

7
those issues one would first have

.

to confront theArty expresied

by the "loosely coupled" metaphor, and be prepared to reject. its
, !

notion :that there very good ptical and financial-Nasons for

maintaining a very ope p. ized ?uncontrolled and uninspected,"

ndividhalized,systeM of secondary schools.

Schools less often control their instructional activi-
ties or outputs, despite'periodic shifts toward "account-

:ability.," They avoid this kind of control for two reasons.
jirst, close supervision-of instructional activity and
putputs can uncover inconsistencies and inefficiencies
and can create.mae uncertain an mere abstract and
unenforced demands for donfo ty o bureaucratic rules.
Second, in the-United State. Iized governmental
and professional controls ar- Schools depend
heavily on local funding and su port. Maintaining
only nominal central control.ov r instructional outputs
and activities also maintains societal consensus about
the abstract ritual classifipatiOns by making local
variations in the content an effectiveness of instruc-
tional practices invisible (Meyer & Rowan, 1978, pr. 80)

Meyer and Rowan argue, quite co rectly, that the school "organi-

zations integrate themselves by it orporating wider institutional
.

-structures as their .own" (p. 81). Hence one can see a healthy

9 - .6
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tional relationhip between the inner workings of,,,aschool as described

A.

co

here and the realities of politics, funding procedures, teacher unions,

4r.

and the'pluralistic
-

constituency.
-I ) i

But, however appealing, this type 'of functiohal explanation cloak

101

.have some problems. As Hempel (1065) points out:

For sake of objective testability of functionalist
*hypotheses, itis essential, therefore, thif definitions
of needs or functional prerequisitiei be supplemented
by..reaSonably clear and objectively applicable criteria
of what is to be considered a healthy state or a normal
working order of the systems under consideration; and
that the vague and sweeping notion of survival then be

construed in the relativized sense of survival in a
healthy state as specified. (p. 321)

The question May not be whether the school will simply "survive"

in some generalized sense, but whether by continuing to fragment its

process, it can survive in some healthy state as an educative entity.

r.
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